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Welcome

St. Mary’s Playgroup was established in 1970 by a number of interested mothers. Today, the
Playgroup is still run by a committee of parents.  The committee appoints the Supervisor/s
and helpers and is responsible for policy making and the business side of running Playgroup.
The committee consists of up to 15 members and the Vicar is Honorary President.  Each
member is elected for one year.

As members of the Pre-School Learning Alliance (PLA) we aim to provide the highest
quality education and care for all our children.  We aim to offer a welcome to each individual
child and family and to provide a warm and caring environment within which all children can
learn and develop as they play.

The Supervisor/s and staff are responsible for the day to day running of the Playgroup.  If you
have any worries about your child, please talk to your child’s Keyworker or the Supervisor
who will be happy to help and reassure you.  We believe children and parents are entitled to
expect courtesy and prompt, careful attention to their needs and wishes.  Our intention is to
work in partnership with parents and the community and we welcome suggestions on how to
improve our group at any time.

Playgroup is a registered charity and does not receive any guaranteed grants – we must be
self- supporting.  The fees charged and funding received only partially covers costs and we
sometimes raise funds to help fund for all the materials we use and to maintain and replace
our equipment. We also like to support other charities and we have taken part in Red Nose
Day, Sport Relief, Children in Need and World Book Day.
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Outstanding

During the Spring Term 2016 we had our Inspection from Ofsted.  We are delighted and
proud that our Playgroup has been graded Outstanding.

Summary of Key findings for Parents

This provision is outstanding

 Children thrive in a warm, welcoming and highly stimulating environment.  The
setting provides a wide variety of resources and exciting activities for children to
explore.

 The promotion of equality, respect and tolerance is at the heart of the setting’s work
and is thoroughly embedded.

 Staff work in excellent partnerships with parents and actively involve them in their
children’s learning.  For example, play plans outlining what children are learning are
shared with parents.  Parents also have the opportunity to have a say in how the
setting is run by joining the parents’ committee and completing regular
questionnaires.

 The relationships between children and their key person are excellent.  Children form
secure attachments and are confident and ready to learn.

 The manager and staff have a deep understanding of the curriculum and how to apply
it to meet the children’s needs.  All children make exceptional progress.

The full report is available to view in the setting or on Ofsted’s and our websites.
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Meet the Staff

LIZ JOANNE

SUPERVISOR ASSISTANT SUPERVISOR

P.L.A Diploma                                                Early Years Foundation Degree

Early Years Management NVQ4 Designated Child Protection Officer

Setting SENCO Risk Assessment and Policies

Health & Safety Officer Administration

Fire Marshall
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TEJ NOREEN

EQUAL OPPORTUNTITIES NVQ3 Early Years Childcare

NVQ2 Childcare and Education

ASIA ALIA

NOMINATED FIRST AIDER Teaching Assistant Level 2

Children and Young People’s

Workforce Level 2

All Staff hold an enhanced DBS certificate and hold a Paediatric First Aid Certificate.

All Staff are Key workers.

Languages spoken by staff: English, Hindi, Punjabi, Urdu.

The playgroup complies with OFSTED regulations for staff ratios, i.e.1 member of staff for
every 4 children under 3 years old, plus 1 member of staff for every 8 children over 3 years
old. This means at least 5 staff members when the playgroup is full (32 children). All persons
working in the playgroup must have a satisfactory DBS check.
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St Mary's Osterley Playgroup

Address St. Mary’s Osterley Parish Centre, St. Mary’s Church,
Osterley Road, Isleworth TW7 4PW

Phone Number 07719731062

Email st.marysosterleyplaygroup@outlook.com

Website www.osterleyplaygroup.org.uk

Supervisor Liz Leonard 07939616394

Asst Supervisor Joanne Walsh

Finance Kath Richardson 020 8400 6758

email: osterleypg@virginmedia.com

Waiting List Liz Leonard 07719731062

Sessions

Monday to Friday: 9.30am to 12.30pm – 3 hours

8.30am to 2.30pm - 6 hours

Fees £8 per hour - £24 for 3 hours

£48 for 6 hours. (Subject to increase to cover costs)

Half a term's notice in lieu of fees is required before withdrawal of child.

If it is not financially viable for Playgroup to offer the 30 hours entitlement we
will issue half a terms notice.

Age of Admission

From the time the child reaches the age of 2 years, but normally during the academic
year they reach 3 years old, to the term of their fifth birthday.

Registration

The Playgroup is registered by OFSTED under the 1989 Children Act.
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Fees

Fees are £8 per hour - £24 per 3 hour session up to a maximum of 5 sessions per week over 38 weeks.

Fees are payable half termly in advance or monthly. A half term's notice is required (whether fee-
paying or funded).

Parents may be able to register for tax-free childcare.

Two year olds may be entitled to free childcare.

All children from the term after their third birthday will receive 15 hours funding during term time.

free education each week for 38 weeks from the term after their third birthday.

Children who are 3 between Funded from

1st April and 31st August September
1st September and 31st December January
1st January and 31st March April

Children may also be eligible for 30 hour funding.
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Joining Playgroup

Admissions

The Playgroup is open to every family in the community.  A child can be admitted from the
age of 2 years, but this will normally be during the school year in which they become 3 years
old. Places are offered, at the end of the summer term, by letter, to those on the waiting list at
the time and priority will be given in the following order:-

1. Children with Special Educational Needs
2. Continuing children
3. Siblings
4. 2 Year old funded children
5. 3 & 4 Year old funded children
6. Fee Paying

All parents of children registered for entry in September are invited to the New
Parents/Carers Evening, prior to the start of term, where full information regarding all aspects
of playgroup is given.

A notice is put in the Parish Newsletter, which is delivered to 4,000 homes in the local area,
inviting anyone interested in finding out about the playgroup to come and visit us.

The Playgroup Parent Handbook is given to parents before their child star

Each child and parents individual needs will be taken into account.

As your child progresses the new extended hours are open to you.
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Aims of Playgroup

Play is essential as the medium through which children learn and develop. Playgroup offers
young children the opportunity to learn through play according to their individual needs, in a
happy, stable and caring environment with opportunities for exploration and discovery.

Objectives of the Playgroup

Children learn to work, play and co-operate with other children and with new adults in a
group beyond the family. They learn to recognise and accept the different cultures in a
multi-cultural society.

Children are helped to develop competence in English, to listen to stories in a group and to
talk about their experiences.

Children develop their knowledge and understanding of the world and the environment
around them. They experiment with a variety of materials and are helped to acquire many
skills which will provide a foundation for literacy, numeracy and technological learning.

Children develop physical control, mobility, awareness of space and manipulative skills.

Children develop their imagination, their ability to communicate and learn to express ideas
and feelings by using a wide variety of materials.

Children gain confidence in themselves in preparation for their transition to school.

With the new EYFS Guidelines all children are offered outside play every day.  If your child
is not well enough to go outside they should not attend playgroup on that day.
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Our day at Playgroup

The children settle in during the first 15 minutes with their keyworker.

Indoor

There are periods of free play, when the children are free to choose what they would like to
do, within certain guidelines – playdough, dressing up, sand, painting, puzzles, construction
toys, books – to name a few.  At these times there may be group sessions for the 3&4 year
olds – Phonics & Sounds and PALS.  Other group sessions include Song & Rhyme Time.

There will also be a daily planned activity – collage, finger painting, cold cookery, junk
modelling, vegetable printing – for example.  We do not insist that a child joins in any
activity, but we will encourage them.

Regularly each keyworker will hold a special ‘Talk Time’ at a chosen activity for their key
group.

Outdoors

During the free play times the children will have the opportunity to release some energy in
our secure garden in all weather, so please dress your child appropriately.  Through play we
encourage children to develop their independent skills to their shoes should be easy to get on
and off.

Clothes

At playgroup we encourage lots of messy play.  We will provide aprons for your child but
this is no guarantee that you child will stay clean! So please bear this in mind when bringin
you child.  If your child is toilet trained or in the process of toilet training do put your child in
clothes that are easy for us and them to manage.  Please supply a change of clothes for your
child in a named bag.  If your child is in nappies you will need to supply us with nappies and
wipes in a named bag.

Snack Time.

All the children will be gathered together at mid-morning for circle time where will take the
register, sing songs and talk about the topic of the day. Your child will be provided with a
healthy snack and fresh milk or water free of charge.  Your child will always have access to
water throughout the session.

Before the end of the 12.30pm session the children will have story time and then some of the
children will go home.  The children staying will then have their healthy packed lunch. After
lunch the children will have free play until home time.
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Activities (Education Programme)

Books. With stories and pictures they will
understand and enjoy.  Books are for them to
look at and to handle and for adults to read and
talk about.  Enjoying books in this way helps
the child to enjoy learning to read and to begin
to discover that there is a great deal of
information to be gained from them.

Home Corner. A section of the hall is
enclosed to give a cosy home.  Furniture of
the right size is arranged here plus a range of
multicultural food and utensils.  The children
pretend things like shopping, meal times, and
bathing a baby.

Painting. Children can paint freely and
choose their own colours and are not limited
in the number of paintings they wish to do.
There are easels, paints and large sheets of
paper. They are not shown how to paint and
at first may wish to experiment with paint and
paper. When they have had a great deal of
experience with that, they MAY begin to
paint something specific.  They should not be
urged to reach this stage too quickly.  Please

show appreciation of your children’s ‘Works of Art’.  This is very important to them.

Playdough. This can be a social, chatting with adults about what they are doing and children
learn to share cutters and rolling pins.  It develops fine motor skills and finger strength by
rolling, squeezing, stretching and kneading.  The dough table can also be a relaxing refuge for
a shy child giving them time to adjust to their new surroundings.
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Gluing. A very popular and enjoyable activity.  Trickling glue over paper, watching the
different patterns it makes e.g. circles, zig zags, is a valuable pre-writing skill. We make a
large variety of collages using many natural and manmade materials.

Sand. Children find this fascinating.  Play
can be experimental – studying what sand
does when it is poured or when it is wet.
Sand is soothing to the excited or aggressive
child.  In using sand, children gain ideas
about weight and volume.

Outdoor play. The children experience
outdoor play with bikes, balls rockers etc.
This helps with gross motor co-ordination
and encourages exercise, naturally coats are
worn during cold weather and sunhats in
warm weather so please ensure these are
clearly named.  Outside play is part of our
daily routine whatever the weather.

Climbing. The climbing frame is a source
of constant attraction.  However, children
are naturally cautious and will only attempt
what they can do.  The frame itself helps to
develop their confidence, balance and co-
ordination, whilst also being used for
imaginative play. Other activities. Your
child will also have a chance to experiment
with clay, water, paper, pencils and
crayons, construction toys, music, cooking

and wood.  They will see interest and nature tables to help form ideas about the world around
them.  Children gain skill and understanding through their play, especially when they have a
chance to share their enjoyment with an adult and to talk about their experiences and
discoveries.
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The Pre-School Curriculum

At St. Mary’s we follow the guidelines from the Early Years Foundation Stage 2017 (EYFS)

The EYFS is a non-statutory guidance which is designed to support practitioners in
implementing the statutory requirement of the EYFS.  It is divided into 7 areas of learning
and development as shown below:

Area of Learning and Development Aspect
PRIME AREAS

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development

Making Relationships
Self Confidence
Managing Feelings and Behaviour

Physical Development Moving and Handling
Health and Self-care

Communication and Language Listening and Attention
Understanding
Speaking

SPECIFIC AREAS
Literacy Reading

Writing
Mathematics Numbers

Shape, space and measure
Understanding the World People and communities

The World
Technology

Expressive Arts and Design Exploring and using media and materials
Being imaginative

CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE LEARNING

Playing and exploring – engagement finding out and exploring; Playing with what they
know; Being willing to ‘have a go’.

Active Learning – motivation, being involved and concentrating; keep trying; enjoying
achieving what they set out to do.

Creating and thinking critically – thinking, having their own ideas; making links; choosing
ways to do things. EYFS (2017)
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Through following the EYFS guidelines all children will be respected and their individuality
and potential recognised, valued and nurtured.

In our pre-school children will learn:

To use language to communicate with adults and other children.

To listen and respond as part of a group.

To enjoy stories, poems and music.

To recognise the use of print to carry information, stories and ideas.

To compare objects / materials and to make predictions about them based on experience.

To create and recognise patterns and sequences.

To understand simple ideas of length, weight, volume and number.

To use their senses to enjoy and explore their environment.

To observe living things.

To name shapes and colours.

To recognise similarities and differences between objects and groups of objects.

To begin to understand the external parts and workings of their own bodies.

To think about the ways in which people all over the world communicate with one another.

To acquire the skills and co-ordination they need, both for healthy exercise of their own
bodies and for handling writing and drawing implements.

To find ways of tackling problems.

They learn to take pleasure in the company of other children and adults.

They learn about their own dignity and value in the world.

They learn to come to terms with their own strong feelings and to find acceptable ways of
expressing them.
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Behaviour

Aims

Children learn from the examples set by people around them. We aim to show the children,
through our working practice and through our relationships with the families within the
Playgroup, the codes of acceptable behaviour, for both adults and children.

We aim to encourage and praise good behaviour.

We aim to raise children's and adults' self-esteem.

We aim to encourage adults and children to treat others with respect.

We aim to encourage adults and children to support and care for others.

We aim to treat adults and children as individuals with an equal role within

the Playgroup.

Our Statement of Unacceptable Behaviour

We actively discourage spitting, biting, swearing, kicking, hitting or other forms of physical,
aggressive behaviour.

We also actively discourage racial abuse or any other form of verbal abuse.

We actively discourage any form of anti-social behaviour and dangerous play.

We actively encourage good behaviour through clear, concise explanations and by example.
We also encourage this by consistent care and handling and by praising good behaviour.

Sanctions

No smacking or any other form of physical punishment.

No shouting, either at individuals or at the Group as a whole.

No sarcastic or humiliating comments, either to the child or within the child's hearing.

We will try to distract the child if possible, to avoid a confrontation.

If all else fails, we will use ‘behaviour cards’ and ‘time out’, where the child will be sat down
for a short period of time, with an adult, and their behaviour will be discussed. If the child is
reacting by kicking and hitting out, then an adult will hold the child firmly and talk quietly
and reassuringly to the child until they have calmed down.

If unacceptable behaviour continues, then the staff will discuss the problem with the parents
involved, and possibly ask advice from other agencies, i.e. Health Visitors, Doctors, etc.
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Equal Opportunities

We aim to produce an environment where children can develop free from prejudice and
discrimination.

Families

The Playgroup recognises that many different types of family successfully love and care for
children.

Curriculum

All children will be respected and their individuality and their potential recognised, valued
and nurtured. Activities and the use of play equipment offer children opportunities to develop
in an environment free from prejudice and discrimination. Opportunities will be given to
children to explore, acknowledge and value similarities and differences between themselves
and others.

All aspects of Playgroup life will aim to give children a balanced view of the world and an
appreciation of the rich diversity of our multi-racial society. Positive images of children and
families from a variety of cultural backgrounds will be used and activities will be chosen to
show that all children are equal regardless of their religion and culture.

No Smoking. This playgroup has a ‘No Smoking’ policy.

Special Needs

Liz Leonard is our Special Educational Needs Coordinator.

The wide range of special needs of children and their families will be respected in the
Playgroup. The Playgroup aims to work closely with parents to identify and support children
with special needs and to work with any professionals already in contact with a child. The
playgroup aims to give them the opportunity to explore and learn in a happy, relaxed and
stimulating environment alongside other children, and to help each child to develop to their
full potential. Being sensitive to their needs the playgroup will seek advice from specialised
agencies where it is thought necessary, following the DfEE Code of Practice on the
Identification and Assessment of Special Educational Needs. The Playgroup can create links
between families and a range of organisations which can also support them.

We have policies and procedures in place that is followed by ALL staff so that if necessary
we can access the Early Intervention Team.

Staff

The Playgroup believes that bi/multilingual staff are an asset and they will be valued and
their languages recognised and respected. The Playgroup will appoint suitably qualified
persons on the grounds of ‘suitability for the job’ only.
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Keyperson System

How the Keyperson System Works

Keypersons are allocated certain children to take a particular interest in. You will be
informed which member of staff is your child's keyperson. Your keyperson will make a
special effort to get to know you and your family, and we hope you will feel able to confide
in them by expressing any particular concerns you may have or anything that has happened at
home that may affect your child whether it be a happy or sad event. You should try to hand
your child over to the keyperson each morning when you arrive and the keyperson will try to
have a word with you at the end of each session, especially if something special, whether
good or bad, has happened. All this we think very much benefits the children, who we hope
will feel are having a special interest taken in them.

N.B. Although we do our very best to ensure that children’s days are matched with
keypersons working days as far as possible, logistically it is impossible always to ensure a
complete match. Please do not worry if sometimes your child attends on a day their
keyperson doesn’t, as we will arrange another regular person to look after your child and they
will have the same care and opportunities on these days as well.

Each Child is Special

The keypersons will have to carry out observations on their key children and these will be
recorded in their Learning Journal. We may ask you to help us with these and we hope
parents and keypersons can share information. We hope you will let us know for example,
anything your child does at home which we may not have noticed in the group, or make any
comments you like on our observations of your child. You will be able to discuss your child’s
progress at any reasonable time and your comments will be welcomed.  During every half
term your child’s keyworker will prepare an Individual Play Plan, this will record your
child’s achievements and identify their next steps. Please do not compare your child’s
achievements with those of other children as each child’s development is unique and special.

Child Protection Statement

The Supervisor/s and/or your child's keyworker will be happy to discuss with you any
concerns you have regarding your child's welfare and will treat any discussions as
confidential.

Parents are asked to inform us of any injuries their child has on arrival at playgroup. We have
a responsibility to all our children and will if we think necessary, record any observed injuries
or unusual behaviour and discuss any worries with parents or carers.

If we, however, are worried about any aspect of a child's welfare, the law requires us to seek
advice from social services or other agencies.

We have a Statement of Child Protection Procedures which any parent or carer is welcome to
study on request.
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Settling in

At St. Mary’s Osterley we want our children and families to feel respected, happy and secure
and settled.  We believe that every child is unique and we strive to develop each child to their
fullest potential.

A key part of this is ‘settling in’. with everyone becoming familiar with each other and the
setting, to the child actually being left in the setting, away from the family, for the first time

The setting will gauge that a child has settled for example:  when they have formed a
relationship with their key person and the expectations of parents, such as that the parents
must say goodbye when they leave and explain that they are coming back.

In order to do this we will work in partnership with all our families so that we all contribute
to the child’s learning and development and thinking is shared.

Absence and attendance

At St. Mary’s we believe that good attendance is beneficial for all concerned.

Our policy follows the guidelines set by the local authority which includes:

 Parents are asked to inform the setting if their child is going to be absent and provide
a reason for example unwell.

 We expect the parents to call on the morning on the first day that their child is absent.
 We expect a phone call ( a text message will not be accepted)
 We ask parents to inform us in writing of any planned holidays. The parents will be

made aware that it is acceptable for a child to take up to 2 week holiday period in one
block and still receive the funding entitlement.  If the holiday planned is longer than 2
weeks the Early Entitlement Officer will be informed.

 If the child’s absence is not notified then the setting will refer to the guidelines set out
by the Local Authority.

 The Supervisor is responsible for contacting the Parents.
 Parents are informed via the Parent Handbook that fees are expected to be paid if their

child is absent unless the child is unwell with a confirmed case of chicken pox.
 If the setting has to close due to unforeseen circumstances they are still charged. ( for

example, snow or power failure).  Parents will still be charged if the setting is open
during poor weather conditions, even if they are unable to bring their child.

 If there is a concern regarding the welfare of a child the guidelines set in the
Safeguarding Policy will be followed.

 The setting is aware that poor attendance  and/or punctuality could be a safeguarding
issue and will respond in accordance with our Safeguarding Policy and Procedures.

 All Absences are recorded.
 If a child is claiming funding and there is a concern the setting will respond in

accordance with the Absence guidelines set out by the Local Authority.
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Photographs & Videoing

From time to time we like to take photographs of the children for our own records, for
evidence for OFSTED, or for publicity.  We will not publish these outside the local
community and will not display full face pictures of children without their parents’
permission. We ask you to sign the permission paragraph on the registration form.

Festivals

From time to time Playgroup celebrates festivals from different religions and cultures.
Parents are invited to come and share their special knowledge of their own cultures with us
all by perhaps preparing some special food, telling a story or helping us with a relevant
activity.

If for any reason you wish to withdraw your child from any of these celebrations please let us
know and some other appropriate activity will be provided for them. The dietary needs of a
child’s religion will be respected, as also will any religious dress or ornaments.

Parental Involvement & Committee

Every parent is a member of the Playgroup and we hope you will attend the termly meetings
and vote at the Annual General Meeting to elect the Committee and officers from amongst
yourselves. These meetings are your opportunity to put queries or suggestions concerning the
running of the Playgroup.

Every few weeks, you will receive a newsletter telling you what is going on at the Playgroup.
There is also a notice board filled with useful information. Please read them and also any
important daily notices we may put up.

Information is also provided on the notice board about our weekly topics and activities to
enable you to become more involved in your child’s learning. Sometimes you may be able to
offer help on a topic or we may ask you to bring in an item from home.
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Making concerns known

* A parent who is uneasy about any aspect of the group’s provision should first talk over any
worries with a supervisor.

* A parent may alternatively go straight to the chair of the committee.

* If this does not have a satisfactory outcome within a couple of weeks, or if the problem
recurs, the parent should put their concerns or complaint in writing and request a meeting
with the supervisor/s and the chair of the management committee. Both parents and leaders
should have a friend or partner present if required and an agreed written record of the
discussion should be made.

For a specific complaint against a member of staff or volunteer.

* A parent should make any allegation against a staff member to a supervisor who will
discuss the matter with the person concerned.

* If the allegation is against a supervisor the parent should approach the chair of the
committee who will discuss with the person concerned and then may need to contact
OFSTED.

We had our OFSTED inspection during February 2016 and we were awarded an
“Outstanding”.

Most complaints should be resolved informally or at this initial stage.

* If the matter is still not sorted out to the parent’s satisfaction, the parent should again
contact the chair.

* If the parent and the group cannot reach agreement, an external mediator from Hounslow
Early Years, who is acceptable to both parties, will be invited to listen to both sides and offer
advice. A mediator has no legal powers but can help to clarify the situation.

* The mediator will help define the problem, review the action so far and suggest further
ways in which it might be resolved.

* A parent may at any time contact OFSTED - 0845 601 4772 - www.ofsted.gov.uk

We believe that most complaints are made constructively and can be sorted out at an early
stage. We also believe that it is in the best interests of the playgroup and parents that
complaints should be taken seriously and be dealt with fairly and in a way which respects
confidentiality.
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The Progress Check at Age Two

Information for Parents/Carers

Until the age of five your child will be in the Early Years Foundation Stage.  This is the name
given to the first stage of learning in a child’s life.

During this time we aim to be working in partnership with you to support your child in
making the best possible progress.

The information that we share and work on together will help us to make the right provision
for your child and better understand what they enjoy and what interests them.

An important part of this is the Progress Check at Age Two.

When your child is between two and three years of age

Once your child has had their second birthday we will arrange with you an appropriate time
to meet in order to review their progress in the three Prime Areas of Learning.  These are –

- Personal, Social and Emotional Development
- Communication and Language
- Physical Development

Around this time your Health Visitor will also contact you to review your child’s health and
wellbeing.

Both these reviews form what is called The Progress Check at Age Two.

The aim of this check is to review how well your child is progressing and ensure they are
getting all the help they need.  Your input to the Progress Check is very important and you
will be invited to meet with your
child’s Key Person to record your comments about your child’s interests.

It is very important that you sign the summary of the Progress Check to say that you give
permission for the information to be shared with other professionals and the next setting your
child will attend.  This is so that the best possible support and future practitioners can get to
know your child well.

When the Progress Check is complete you will be given a copy, and the setting will keep a
copy with your child’s other records.
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Transition

We want our children and families to feel respected, happy and secure and settled. We
believe that every child is unique and we strive to develop each child to their fullest potential.

In order to do this we will work in partnership with all our families to that we contribute to
the child’s learning and development and thinking is shared.

It is important for us as a team that we all work together with mutual trust and respect.

We recognise that children sometimes move to another early years setting before they go on
to school although may will leave St Mary’s Pre-School to enter a Nursery or Reception
class.

We prepare children for these transitions and involve parents and the receiving setting in this
process.  We prepare records about a child’s development and learning in the EYFS in our
setting. In order to enable smooth transitions we share appropriate information with the
receiving setting or school.

Confidential records are shared where there have been child protection concerns according to
the process required by our Local Safeguarding Children Board.  The procedure guides this
process and determines what information we can and cannot share with a receiving school or
setting.

We recognise that transition, both in and between settings, can be a difficult time for all
involved – a policy has been developed by our team in order to support us all through
transitions and make the best experiences possible.

On leaving the children are presented with their Learning Journal.  These are books that
contain photos, work and observations of your child.  These are a wonderful keepsake of your
child’s time with us at playgroup.


